Increasingly, analysts are called to perform high accuracy quantitative electron microprobe analyses using x-ray lines for which the available correction procedures have significant uncertainties. Conventional evaluation of microprobe corrections typically involves analyzing a series of standards as 'unknowns' (often at several different beam energies), correcting the data through the algorithms and parameters being tested, and plotting the results as error histograms 1 . The problem with this method is that often there are simply not enough multi-element, homogeneous materials available to provide the necessary suite of secondary standards. Even if there are, independent determination of the exact compositions and degree of homogeneity of the candidate standards requires so much time, effort, and money as to make it impractical.
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We propose a simplified version of the multi-keV evaluation procedure for binary systems that does not require a series of homogeneous secondary standards. In a specimen A x B 1-x (where A and B are single elements or compounds of fixed atom proportions), as long as A+B = 100% --a criterion easily checked by qualitative analysis, there should be a simple monotonic relation between the measured k-factor (relative intensity of the specimen to an end-member standard) and the relative concentration at any single set of analytical conditions. If one measures k-values at two different electron beam energies for a series of samples having different A/B concentration ratios (or a series different points on a inhomogeneous specimen of A:B), one should obtain monotonic curves (plotting the k-values of A or B at one E 0 vs. those at the other E 0 ) having end points of 0 and 1 (e.g., Fig. 1 ). The degree of curvature of the hyperbolic-like curve stretching from 0 to 1 (or the slope of a near-linear portion of the curve over a limited range of concentration) will depend on the difference in the magnitude of the correction factors for the two sets of analytical conditions. Bad analyses should appear as points lying off the curve formed by the majority of the data 2 .
This k(E 0,1 ) vs k(E 0,2 ) plot can be used to evaluate the agreement to a series of correction algorithms without knowing, a priori, the compositions of any of the individual points. One simply calculates the k-values for a range of compositions in the binary system at the two beam energies for each of the correction procedures being considered (e.g., Fig. 2 ) and plots them along with the experimentally measured points. The expressions can be individually tested for each x-ray line analyzed and for each pair of electron beam energies employed. If a particular correction procedure well fits the analytical data, one can make the initial assumption that it would be the correction method that would most accurately correct the experimental data (e.g., Fig. 3 ). One can then process the measured data at the two beam energies using this 'best fit' method and evaluate the quality of the results on the basis of any independent knowledge of the samples being analyzed.
The only absolute requirements of this method are that the sample is homogeneous over large enough areas and that the instrument is stable enough so that the microvolumes analyzed are of the same composition for the given point measured at the two different beam energies. We are using this method to evaluate a series of materials involved in standard reference material and interactive reference material development at NIST, including the Cu x Au 1-x , Si x Ge 1-x , Ni x Al 1-x , and Al x Ga 1-x As systems.
